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You won't believe that these 20 most stupid laws in the US still exist. It is against the law to
have sex with a corpse in Illinois or sell your eyeballs in. These are the weirdest, funniest,
strangest and craziest laws from around the world. We've discovered so many unbelievably
weird laws that a book wouldn't be enough to write them all, so we just gathered our 22
favorites in this article just for . The internet was made for lists of the weirdest laws you never
knew existed in your state -- they're quirky, they're fun, and after auditing them.
Wherever you live, wherever you travel, bewareâ€”there are bound to be a few ridiculous,
weird laws you should know about. Educate yourself.
19 weird Australian Laws that exist to this day. Although the likelihood of being arrested for
breaking any of these strange Australian Laws is unlikely!. From running out of gas in
Germany to naming your baby something weird in Denmark, here are 14 bizarre laws from
around the world.
There are truly some wacky laws out there. They may have made sense when they were
written, but today they seem a little questionable, weird or just plain.
You won't believe the crazy laws in the United States, Canada, and around the world. We have
dumb laws in California, New York, Florida. Before you travel, read up on these weird laws of
different countries that are sure to leave you going woaaaaahhh? And ask 'What were they.
Here are 50 state laws that sound fake but are really true. Illinois has some absurd state and
city laws still on the books. Here are a few of the funniest ones.
Laws are in place to make sure society continues to run smoothly. Sometimes though, laws
can get a bit out of hand, weird even. Here are 42 crazy laws.
Want a quick list of the best â€œweirdâ€• Florida Laws? Here's an easy-to-read little
infographic for you with my pick of the top
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